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"We will create communities in which people produce, work and help each other economically. The 

atmosphere in those communities will be different from that in the world at large. Our main goal is not 

money. With the money we generate from these businesses, Unificationists will carry out their 

responsibilities in service to God and humankind." 

By True Parents, 

 

As it is a principle to start something before it develops into maturity, much courage is needed to 

germinate an ambition. On the 20th Feb 2021 the PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORGANIZATION through 

her agricultural wing known as WORLD FEEDERS FARMERS INNITIATIVE GROUP recently 

received some material donations from the AMBAZONIAN SPIRITUAL RELIEF FRIENDSHIP 

FOUNDATION as support for the realization of the TRUE LOVE FARMS project. At the premises of 

the WORLD PEACE HOME Complex, a fraction of the PEACEFUL FAMILIES assigned to carry out 

some work at the farm were privileged to receive these materials on behalf of the PEACEFUL 

FAMILIES ORGANIZATION. We, the Southern Cameroonian refugees of the PEACEFUL FAMILIES 

ORGANIZATION, thank this relief organization from the depth of our hearts as you rush to assist our 

initiative. May Heavenly Parents bless the AMBAZONIAN SPIRITUAL RELIEF FRIENDSHIP 

FOUNDATION (ASRF) abundantly. 

 

These materials included a water pump, water storage galloon (2000L) capacity, 50 meters hose, 

cutlasses, hoes, a sprayer, 500 kg of poultry waste, and many other assorted equipment to enhance the 

easy operations of the garden. The farm land requires a lot of preparation like digging of storms, palms 



 

 

and intensive plowing for this first phase. These materials are very adapted to kick start the entire 

operations. It was a wonderful event full of great expression of joy and hope by the PEACEFUL 

FAMILIES gathered. 

 

 
 

The background of the True Love Farms is an indelible ambition to add lots of new things to the 

traditional vision of farming. The True love farms have at the center the ambition to bring God's 

substantial manifestation in agriculture to feed the world beyond all sorts of boundaries. True Love Farms 

is rooted on the spirituality, beliefs and principles of an ideal family concept where people living in 

absolute sexual purity, true fraternity and altruism centered on God as our Heavenly Parents will enjoy 

and share with their environs some heavenly strength and prosperity as they are investing into it. Also, 

there is the aspect of permitting our Heavenly Parents the opportunity to express a hyper degree of the 

substance of true love whereby, the products of the True Love Farms will bring exceptional healing and 

outstanding health for the best life imaginable. The initiation of True Love Farms will mark an historic 

foundation for an eternal success in agriculture through generations for all its members and supporters. 

 

True Love farms will for this first phase have a garden, fish pond and poultry sections. These three groups 

will represent the ground, the water, and the air. The WORLD FEEDERS FARMERS team is determined 

to use only poultry waste as manure for maximum protection of the ecosystem and environment. The 

World Feeders farmers are also determined to make this farm as an offering to our Heavenly Parent and 

our True Parents, wishing earnestly to raise this farm into a reference center for the future. 

 

The World Feeders Famers in collaboration with her mother organization, the PEACEFUL FAMILIES 

ORGANIZATION will continue to improve on the feeding content of the refugees and host community, 

while hoping to expand in the nearest future to the entire humanity. 

 

We give glory, thanks and joy to our Heavenly Parents, True Parents and all of you appreciating and 

praying for us. We love you all. 

 

By 

OBI COSMAS OKUK 

(Founder: PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORG, WFF AND TLF) 


